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Spinodal equation of state for rutile TiO2
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We present a general computational scheme to extend the spinodal equation of state@Garcı́a Baonzaet al.,
Phys. Rev. B51, 28 ~1995!# to the interpretation of the cell parameters response to hydrostatic pressure in
orthogonal lattices. As an important example, we analyze the pressure (p) –volume (V) –temperature~T! data
of the rutile phase of TiO2. We show that results ofab initio perturbed ion calculations and very recent
x-ray-diffraction experiments of isothermal compression on this system closely follow the spinodal conduct.
The computational scheme permits the incorporation of temperature effects in the static calculation as well as
in the room-temperature experimental data. Overall, we find highly consistent results and good theory-
experiment agreement for a significant series of observables, including structural parameters,p2V diagram,
bulk modulus, linear compressibilities, and thermal-expansion coefficient. The observed discrepancies in the
pressure first derivative of the bulk modulus can be traced back to the difference between the theoretical and
the experimental spinodal pressure.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.064110 PACS number~s!: 64.30.1t, 62.50.1p, 65.40.2b, 61.50.Ah
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pressure (p) –volume (V) –temperature~T! equation
of state~EOS! is a fundamental equation in many areas
basic and applied condensed-matter research. The pre
response of the structural parameters and the phase
quences induced by hydrostatic pressure in crystalline m
rials have been among the topics more extensively studie
the last decade. This trend has been fueled by developm
in instrumentation and improvements in the experimen
techniques that now allow the accurate characterization
polymorphs at different conditions of pressure a
temperature.1

The fresh flow ofp2V2T data has stimulated the theo
retical analysis. In this line, Garcı´a Baonzaet al.2 have re-
cently proposed and discussed a different EOS based on
so-called pseudospinodal hypothesis. This spinodal equa
of state~SEOS! has been proved to be valid for a variety
solids and liquids up to several Mbar. Its most remarka
feature is the power-law pressure dependence of the
modulusBT given by a divergence exponentg. It has been
confirmed that this exponent takes a universal value of 0
not only for crystalline solids, but also for liquids, polymer
molten salts, or liquid metals.2,3 This is an attractive feature
of the SEOS approach because it can be applied to sys
undergoing phase transitions. Originally the SEOS was
rived as a simple and efficient fitting tool, but a series
high-pressure studies has revealed its multipurpose us
ness and theoretical relevance.4,5

Since temperature effects can be easily incorporated in
SEOS through a simple Mie-Gru¨neisen model, this equatio
becomes a complete EOS containing five character
parameters.4,5 Among the useful properties of this equatio
we recall here that~i! its temperature dependence is given
the temperature dependence of the spinodal pressure, an~ii !
its five parameters can be determined either theoreticall
0163-1829/2003/67~6!/064110~8!/$20.00 67 0641
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using a single experiment at a given reference temperat
in contrast to other models found in the literature.6 It is also
important to emphasize that the isothermal SEOS can
easily reorganized to express the pressure as an explicit f
tion of the volume, or vice versa. All these distinctive fe
tures make this equation of state specially adequate for
purposes.

The main objective of this work is to show that the SEO
can be easily extended to describe the behavior of lin
structural parameters with pressure in orthogonal lattices
second objective is to analyze the performance of the SE
in the description of the high-p and high-T data of TiO2. The
stable phase of this material at normal conditions, rutile, h
among many others, the interesting property of being a c
tallographic analog of stishovite SiO2, a significant high-
pressure quartz phase in the Earth’s lower mantle.7 The struc-
tural and elastic behavior of rutile TiO2 at severalp and T
conditions has been recently investigated theoretically8–12

and experimentally.7,13,14 The theoretical bulk modulus a
zero pressure (B0) lies in the range 200–240 GPa and
first pressure derivative at zero pressure (B08) between 4 and
6. The experimental data show narrower ranges:B0 values
cluster around 210 GPa andB08 around 6.7, although this
high value should be taken with caution.15 The temperature
dependence of the volumetric thermal-expansion coeffic
av(T) is known also with some ambiguity since Toulokia
et al.16 and Saxenaet al.17 report two different sets of values
Furthermore, thec/a ratio of the rutile tetragonal unit cel
does not follow the so-called inverse relationship,18 since it
increases with pressure and temperature.

Our work is organized in three separate goals:~i! to de-
velop and discuss a general strategy for describingp2T
2V data with the SEOS, as well asp2T2a data with the
so-called linear SEOS, wherea is any unit-cell parameter
~ii ! to report theoretical results on the pressure and temp
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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E. FRANCISCOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 064110 ~2003!
ture response of the volume and lattice parameters of
rutile TiO2; and~iii ! to examine the consistency of the SEO
in the description of structural, thermal, and elastic prop
ties obtained from our theoretical calculations and sev
experimental sources.

The layout of the paper is the following. Section II, wi
three subsections, contains the details of the proposed fi
procedure for the isothermalp2V andp2a data as well as
the temperature dependence of the SEOS. In Sec. III
present our theoretical results and the discussion of the
thermalp2V data and the thermal response. The main c
clusions are collected at the end of the paper.

II. SPINODAL EQUATION OF STATE

A. Fitting scheme

The universal isothermal SEOS is given by t
expression4,5

V~p!5VspexpH 2
K*

~12g!
@p2psp#

12gJ , ~1!

whereK* is an amplitude, and the spinodal volumeVsp and
the spinodal pressurepsp are the volume and divergenc
pressure along the pseudospinodal curve, respectively. T
are related to the more familiar quantitiesV0 , B0, andB08 ,
by the equations

B05
@2psp#

g

K*
, ~2!

B085
gB0

@2psp#
, ~3!

and

V05VspexpF g

~g21!B08
G . ~4!

The exponentg is a universal parameter of the SEOS th
takes a fixed value of 0.85 which is strongly supported
both previous4,5 and recent results.3 Moreover, a detailed nu
merical analysis of this parameter shows that it deviates f
0.85 in less than 3% for a variety of substances in differ
phases. Thus the isothermal SEOS becomes a two-param
EOS, sinceK* , Vsp, andpsp can be evaluated fromB0 and
B08 provided the zero-pressure volumeV0 is known.

The usual fitting procedure has been to use a Leveng
Marquard routine~usually implemented in commercial pac
ages! to obtain the characteristic parameters. However
simpler and more robust procedure may be performed
noting that the SEOS can be linearized in the form

lnS V

V0
D5y5M ~12x!, ~5!

where
06411
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p

~2psp!
G12g

5F11
B08

gB0
pG12g

, ~6!

and

M5
K* ~2psp!

12g

12g
5

g

~12g!B08
. ~7!

Although standard fitting routines may be used to obtainB0

andB08 from a set of (V/V0 ,p) data, the following procedure
has shown to minimize the errors associated toB08 :

~i! take an initialpsp;
~ii ! compute thex andy vectors using Eqs.~5! and ~6!;
~iii ! compute the least squares,

Mopt5F(
i

yi~12xi !GF(
i

~12xi !
2G21

and

d5(
i

@yi2Mopt~12xi !#
2;

~iv! take a newpsp and minimize thed(psp) function.

B. Linear spinodal EOS

An important characteristic of the spinodal hypothesis
that the isothermal compressibilitykv(p) and the thermal
expansion av(p) follow the same power law in the
pressure:5

kv~p!5BT~p!215K* @p2pps#
2g, ~8!

av~p!5a* @p2pps#
2g. ~9!

If we assume that these universal relations hold for the lin
compressibilitieska ,

ka~p!52
1

a S ]a

]pD
T

5Ka* @p2pps#
2g, ~10!

the SEOS can then be used to represent (a/a0 ,p) data,
wherea is a lattice parameter of an orthogonal~not neces-
sarily cubic! unit cell. Usinga instead ofV in Eq. ~5!, the
fitting parameterMa is related toKa* and the zero-pressur
linear compressibility,k0a5ka(0), by

Ka* 5~12g!Ma~2psp!
g21 ~11!

and

k0a5
~12g!Ma

~2psp!
, ~12!

where psp has been taken from the (V/V0 ,p) fitting. For
orthogonal unit cellsa5b5g590°, the volumetric com-
pressibilitykv is related toka , kb , andkc by kv5ka1kb
1kc . Thus these systems offer a test of the consistenc
the linear fitting: the relationMa1Mb1Mc5M and K*
5Ka* 1Kb* 1Kc* should hold.
0-2
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SPINODAL EQUATION OF STATE FOR RUTILE TiO2 PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 064110 ~2003!
The pressure derivative of the linear compressibilities
given by

ka85S ]ka

]p D
T

52
gKa*

~p2psp!
g11

52
gka

~p2psp!
, ~13!

with equivalent expressions for theb and c components. If
we now defineBa51/ka , we obtain

Ba85
gBa

@p2psp#
, ~14!

which is analogous of Eq.~3! as a function of pressure.
Finally, a direct integration of Eq.~10! gives

a~p!5aspexpH 2
Ka*

~12g!
@p2psp#

12gJ , ~15!

with similar expressions forb(p) and c(p). From the last
equation, it is clear that the equilibrium volume given by E
~1! is exactly recovered from the cell parametersa, b, andc
provided thatK* 5Ka* 1Kb* 1Kc* andVsp5aspbspcsp.

C. Temperature dependence of the spinodal EOS

Recalling that the spinodal pressure depends only oT
and using the Mie-Gru¨neisen equation,19 Eq. ~16! is readily
obtained:4,5

psp~T!5psp
0 1

gG

V
Evib~T!, ~16!

wherepsp
0 is the static pseudospinodal pressure (T50 K and

zero-point effects neglected!. Since in Eq.~16! the quotient
gG/V is assumed to beT independent, all thermal effects a
collected inEvib(T), the vibrational thermal energy of th
solid. We have used the Einstein model to determineEvib(T)
since, except at very low temperatures, no significant
provement is gained by using more sophisticated mod
such as the Debye theory.4

Equation~16! is the practical way to include thermal e
fects in the SEOS. Its use requires the determination ofpsp

0 ,
once the Einstein temperatureuE and the Gru¨neisen param-
eter gG are known. The static pseudospinodal pressure
computed as follows. IfB0 andB08 are known at any refer
ence temperatureTref , they determinepsp(Tref) through Eq.
~3!. Thenpsp

0 is computed from Eq.~16!. WhenB0 and B08
come from a static calculation of a set of (V/V0 ,p) pairs,
using the fitting procedure described above, Eq.~3! gives
directly psp

0 . Once psp(T) is available, all thermodynamic
properties are obtained from the expressions derived in
previous two subsections. The zero-pressure thermal~volu-
metric! expansion coefficient as a function of the temperat
is given by4

a0v~T!5
1

B0~T!

dpsp~T!

dT
. ~17!

Analogously, thermal effects are incorporated into the l
ear SEOS by means of thepsp(T) function, and the depen
06411
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dence of the linear compressibilities with temperature can
evaluated. As a result, the expression for the thermal~linear!
expansion coefficient for the unit-cell parametera is

aa~T!5ka~T!
dpsp~T!

dT
, ~18!

with equivalent expressions forab(T) and ac(T). Once
again, the consistency of the above equations can be che
by means of the independent evaluation ofa0v(T) using Eq.
~17! and using the suma0a(T)1a0b(T)1a0c(T), which
has to be fulfilled in orthogonal lattices.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. SEOS description of isothermal theoretical and
experimental data

The fitting procedure has been applied to (V,p), (a,p),
and (c,p) pairs in rutile TiO2 using theoretical and experi
mental data. The theoretical values have been obtained f
ab initio perturbed ion calculations. This model is a localiz
Hartree-Fock scheme appropriate for the description of st
tural and mechanical properties of ionic materials~see Refs.
20, 21, and references therein!. By minimizing the Gibbs
energy of the crystal at static conditions, we generate data
the volume and lattice parametersa and c as pressure is
applied ~see Ref. 22 for details!. In the minimizations, the
internal parameterx of the unit cell has been fixed at th
experimental value of 0.3048.23 For the sake of complete
ness, we have carried out calculations releasing this c
straint. We have found that this freedom does not sign
cantly modify the energy-volume curve: at zero pressure
optimum x value is found to be only 3% higher than th
experimental value. For other computational information,
refer to our recent work on the anatase phase of TiO2.24

Furthermore, we have used two sets of experimental d
One set contains the isothermal compression data from M
and Manghnani obtained in x-ray-diffraction experiments
a polycrystalline sample of TiO2.15 In that work, there is
detailed information~with 18 points! of pressure effects on
V, a, and c up to 10.6 GPa. The second set contains
recent results obtained by Gerwardet al.13 from x-ray
powder-diffraction measurements performed in hig
pressure anvil cells at room temperature: 7 points for
volume and 12 points for the lattice parameters in the ran
0–7.97 and 0–14 GPa, respectively. Fitting the Birc
Murnaghan EOS to these data without fixingB08 gives B0

5210610 GPa andB0856.660.7.
Results of these fittings are presented in Figs. 1 and 2

these plots,f refers to eitherV, a, or c, and f 0 to their corre-
sponding zero-pressure values. It is apparent that the
served and simulated behavior of the three variables fol
accurately the spinodal conduct. The root-mean-square
viations of the fittings can be transferred to uncertainties
the inputf values. We have found that these uncertainties
less than 0.3% and 0.1% in the experimental and theore
fittings, respectively.

We should note that a direct comparison between the
responding theoretical and experimental SEOS curves is
0-3
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E. FRANCISCOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 064110 ~2003!
possible since the abscissa of Figs. 1 and 2 contains
spinodal pressure, which depends on the source of the i
data. The complete set of spinodal parameters resulting f
the p2V fittings are collected in Table I. In order to chec
the suitability of the fitting procedure described in Sec. II
we have used a standard Levengerg-Marquard routine t
the SEOS to the~unweighted! experimental data. The resul
ing parameters areB0521169 GPa andB0856.862.6, in
excellent agreement with the results from Table I. The
perimental spinodal curve yields a global good agreem
with preexistent data. The value derived forB0 from this
curve when both the Ming and Manghnani15 and Gerward
and co-workers13 data are used in the fitting~210.7 GPa!
agrees very well with the value reported in Ref. 7~211.3
GPa! and with the value derived by Ming and Manghnan15

FIG. 1. Spinodal fitting to theoretical data. Empty circles (s)
represent theaiPI values and solid lines the fitting functions@Eq.
5!#.

FIG. 2. Spinodal fitting to experimental data. Symbols repres
the experimental data of Ming and Manghnani~Ref. 15! ~with error
bars! and Gerwardet al. ~Ref. 13! ~without error bars!. Solid lines
represent the fitting functions@Eq. ~5!#.
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from their Birch-Murnaghan fitting (21167 GPa). The val-
ues ofB08 from the two fittings show some discrepancy:B08
55.88 when the data from Ming and Manghnani15 are used,
but B0856.83 if the two sets of data are included. A low
value for B08 is found from the theoretical spinodal EOS
Since the agreement inB0 is very good, Eq.~3! clearly es-
tablishes that the difference between experimental and th
retical spinodal values forB08 is due to the differences in th
corresponding spinodal pressures.

To analyze further the difference between experimen
and theoretical spinodal values forB08 , we have recovered
the energy-volume (E2V) curves by integrating the exper
mental and theoretical spinodal equations. The results
depicted in Fig. 3. It can be seen that, in spite of the go
agreement between the two curves around the equilibr
geometry and in the left branches of positive pressures, th
is a clear deviation from each other asV deviates fromV0.
This deviation induces the change of curvature, which
fines the spinodal pressure, to occur first in the experime
spinodal energy-volume curve, as expected. It is clear fr
Eq. ~3! that in order to produceB08 values in good agreemen
with experiment, a theoretical method must be able to de
mine very accurately this change of curvature. In conclusi
all these aspects indicate the great sensibility of the SEO
different B0 andB08 parameters.

Now, we proceed to the analysis of the behavior of t
unit-cell parameters under pressure. The observed and c
lated lower compressibility of thec axis with respect to thea
one is a consequence of the alignment of the TiO6 edge-
sharing octahedra along thec axis. These data are well de
scribed by our proposed linear SEOS. First, it is interest
to compare the values of theK!, M, and Vsp parameters
derived from the (V/V0 ,p) fitting with those obtained from
the two linear fittings, i.e.,K!52Ka

!1Kc
! , M52Ma1Mc ,

andVsp5
1
2 asp

2 csp ~the factor1
2 is necessary to account for th

two molecular formulas in the unit cell of rutile, asVsp
stands for the molecular volume!. As it is evident from the
results of Table I, this test is accurately satisfied when
experimental set of data is exclusively that of Ming a
Manghnani.15 When the Gerward and co-workers13 experi-
mental measurements are also included in the SEOS fitt
the agreement is not perfect but is still reasonably good.
theoretical values of these three parameters are also app
mately recovered from their linear analogues. Second,
theoretical and experimental spinodalk0a and k0c param-
eters are consistent with each other and consistent also
the value for the bulk compressibility (k0v) derived from the
spinodal fittings to thep2V data. Our values are somewh
greater than those proposed by Ming and Manghnani a
simple linear fittings15 (k0a516.431024 GPa21, k0c59.1
31024 GPa21). We should notice in this respect that the
value for k0v (41.931024 GPa21) derived from k0a and
k0c is more than 10% lower than the one directly obtain
from thep2V Birch-Murnaghan fitting.

The linear SEOS can also be checked using thec/a ratio.
The Taylor expansion of Eq.~15! around p50 gives the
relation

t

0-4
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TABLE I. Parameters for rutile TiO2 derived from the fitting to the spinodal EOS of the experimental a
~static! theoretical (V/V0 ,p) data.

SEOS theor. SEOS expt.a SEOS expt.b

B0 ~GPa! 212.8 213.8 210.7
B08 2.96 5.88 6.83
B09 (GPa21) 20.007 20.029 20.039
2psp

0 ~GPa! 61.13 33.17 28.50
K! (GPag21) 0.155, 0.160c 0.086, 0.086c 0.076, 0.073c

M 1.915, 1.960d 0.963, 0.963d 0.829, 0.800d

Vsp 1407, 1487e 552, 552e 481, 469e

V0 (bohr3/molec) 207.15f 211.16g 211.16g

k0v (104 GPa21) 48.48, 49.61h 46.77, 46.77h 47.45, 45.84h

k0a (104 GPa21) 18.61 18.45 17.70
k0c (104 GPa21) 12.40 9.87 10.43

aExperimental data only from Ming and Manghnani~Ref. 15!.
bExperimental data from Ming and Manghnani~Ref. 15! and Gerward and co-workers~Ref. 13!.
cK!52Ka

!1Kc
! .

dM52Ma1Mc .
eVsp5

1
2 asp

2 csp.
fStaticaiPI calculation.
gExperimental value from Isaaket al. ~Ref. 7!.
hk0v52k0a1k0c .
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c~p,T!/a~p,T!5t01t13p,

where

t05
csp

asp
expF2

~Kc
!2Ka

!!

12g
~2psp!

12gG
and

t152t03~Kc
!2Ka

!!~2psp!
2g.

Fitting this expression to the Ming and Manghnani expe
mental data yields t050.645 17 and t150.055 36
31022 GPa21, in very good agreement with the paramete
of these authors (t050.645 andt150.05631022 GPa21).

FIG. 3. Integrated experimental~dashed line! and theoretical
~solid line! spinodal equations of state.
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All these results reveal that Eq.~15! proposed in this work
gives a very accurate description of the pressure respons
the cell parameters of rutile TiO2.

B. SEOS description of thermal effects

In this section, we make use of the temperature-depen
SEOS@Eq. ~16!# in two different situations. In the first one
thermal effects are incorporated in our static theoretical
sults with the aim of comparing them with the experimen
data at room temperature. In the second one, we evaluat
behavior of rutile TiO2 as temperature increases using t
experimental room-temperature information as the refere
data in the SEOS.

A practical use of Eq.~16! needs some input values fo
gG anduE parameters~see Table II!. We have proceed in two
different ways according to the two cases explained abo
As far as computation of thermal effects on the static cal
lations is concerned, these two parameters have been
mated from the staticaiPI (V,p) values by means of the
quasi-harmonic Debye model of Ref. 22. Usingpsp

0 from the
theoretical SEOS~Table I!, we obtainpsp(300 K) and calcu-
late new theoretical curves forV(p), a(p), andc(p) at 300
K. In Fig. 4, we can observe a good agreement with
experimental data of Ming and Manghnani15 and Gerward
and co-workers.13 In particular, V0(300) obtained through
the thermal SEOS increases to 209.33 bohr3/mol from
207.15 bohr3/mol at static conditions, approaching the roo
temperature experimental value (210.59–211
bohr3/mol). Our theoretical estimation fora0v at ambient
conditions is also in reasonable agreement with the exp
mental data. In addition, the calculated linear SEOS at 30
produces linear thermal expansions (aa andac) that recover
quite well the volumetric behavior~see Table II!.
0-5
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TABLE II. Zero pressure bulk and linear properties of rutile TiO2 at T5300 K.

SEOS theor. SEOS expt.a SEOS expt.b Expt.

gG(V0) 1.36c 1.50d 1.50d

uE50.75uD ~K! 620c 567e 567e

Tref ~K! static 300 300
V0 (bohr3/mol) 209.33 211.16 211.16 210.59,f 211.16g

a ~bohr! 8.3939 8.6746 8.6746 8.6746f

c ~bohr! 6.0061 5.5966 5.5966 5.5966f

a0v (106 K21) 18.85, 19.29h 20.90, 20.91h 21.21, 20.49h 23.52,i 22.5,j 16.1k

a0a (106 K21) 7.23 8.25 7.91
a0c (106 K21) 4.82 4.41 4.66

aExperimental data only from Ming and Manghnani~Ref. 15!.
bExperimental data from Ming and Manghnani~Ref. 15! and Gerward co-workers~Ref. 13!.
cValue obtained from theaiPI (V,p) data using the quasiharmonic Debye model of Ref. 22.
dAverage value of Ref. 7 over the whole range of temperature~300–1800 K!.
eValue computed in this work from the room-temperature isothermal elastic constants of Ref. 7 by solv
Christoffel equations of the crystal~Ref. 25!.

fReference 15.
gReference 7.
ha0v52a0a1a0c .
iReference 26.
jReference 16.
kReference 17.
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Concerning the second application of the thermal SEO
we have evaluatedpsp

0 using thepsp(300-K) experimental
SEOS. Here,gG has been obtained as the average value
the reportedgG values in Ref. 7 over the whole range
temperatures~300–1800 K!. On the other hand,uE has been
calculated after solving the Christofell equations of t
crystal25 using the room-temperature isothermal elastic c
stants obtained by Isaaket al.7 The study of thermal effects
on rutile TiO2 has been performed in the range 0–2000

FIG. 4. Room-temperature (Tref5300 K) spinodal equation o
state for experimental and theoretical data. Bold and empty sym
are the experimental data of Ming and Manghnani~Ref. 15! and
Gerwardet al. ~Ref. 13!, respectively. Solid lines represent the e
perimental SEOS fittings. Dashed lines were calculated from
theoretical SEOS fittings.
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The temperature dependence ofV0 , B0, anda0v is displayed
in Figs. 5–7, respectively, along with the experimental d
obtained by Toulokianet al.16 and Saxenaet al.17 ~collected
by Isaaket al.7!.

It is clear from Fig. 5 that the predictions derived from th
SEOS, either experimental or theoretical, reproduce succ

ls

e

FIG. 5. Molecular volume of rutile TiO2 at zero pressure as
function of temperature. Triangles and circles represent the exp
mental data of Touloukianet al. ~Ref. 16! and Saxenaet al. ~Ref.
17!. The solid line is the thermal SEOS calculated from t
(V/V02p) experimental data atTref5300 K; the dashed line rep
resents the prediction of the molecular volume from the therm
linear SEOS calculated from the (a/a02p) and (c/c02p) data at
Tref5300 K; the dotted line is the thermal SEOS calculated fro
the theoreticalaiPI (V/V02p) data.
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SPINODAL EQUATION OF STATE FOR RUTILE TiO2 PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 064110 ~2003!
fully the thermal expansion of rutile. As regards the behav
of B0(T) anda0v(T) ~Figs. 6 and 7!, the divergence betwee
the experimental data and the SEOS is greater than in
case ofV0(T). Nevertheless, although only the equilibriu
volume and thegG and uE parameters atTref are required,
the experimental SEOS provides a global satisfactory

FIG. 6. Zero-pressure bulk modulus of rutile as a function
temperature. Symbols represent the experimental data of Sa
et al. ~Ref. 17!. The solid line is the thermal SEOS calculated fro
the (V/V02p) experimental data atTref5300 K; the dashed line is
the thermal SEOS calculated from the theoreticalaiPI (V/V0

2p) data.

FIG. 7. Zero pressure volumetric thermal-expansion coeffic
of rutile as a function of temperature. Triangles and circles rep
sent the experimental data of Touloukianet al. ~Ref. 16! and Sax-
enaet al. ~Ref. 17!. The solid line is the thermal SEOS calculate
from the (V/V02p) experimental data atTref5300 K; the dashed
line represents the predictions from the thermal linear SEOS ca
lated from the (a/a02p) and (c/c02p) data atTref5300 K; the
dotted line is the thermal SEOS calculated from the theoret
aiPI (V/V02p) data; the dashed-dotted line represents the pre
tions from the thermal linear SEOS calculated from theaiPI
(a/a02p) and (c/c02p) data.
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scription of these properties. The largest deviation with
spect to the experimental values ofB0 is observed at the
highest temperature, and is lower than 10 GPa. With res
to a0v , the experimental SEOS curve lies between the t
sets of experimental data in the high-temperature range.
sides, it is also to be noticed that the results obtained with
linear form are highly consistent with those of the stand
SEOS. The discrepancies between the theoretical and the
perimental SEOS are again due to the different values of
spinodal pressures.

A final issue that deserves some discussion is relate
the comparison of the effects of pressure and temperatur
the unit-cell parameters. Contrarily to the observed behav
our predictions for the linear-expansion coefficients~see
Table II! reveal a dilatation along thea axis greater than tha
along thec axis asT increases. Since the thermal SEOS h
been derived from thep2V behavior at a reference temper
ture, the behavior of the solid whenT increases can be un
derstood as an extrapolation to negative pressures of
rutile response to hydrostatic pressure. This is in fact
behavior found in many solids that follow the so-called i
verse relationship guided by the molecular volume. Haz
and Finger18 have shown that thec/a ratio increases in rutile
with temperature, breaking the inverse relationship since
ratio also increases as pressure is applied. For this partic
situation, the law of corresponding states does not w
properly and at least two reference states at different t
peratures are needed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we present a general strategy to describp
2T2V andp2T2 lattice parameter data using the spinod
equation of state. As concerns the isothermal behavior,
EOS parameters are obtained by means of a fitting proce
that involves root-mean-square linear minimizations in ea
step. To evaluate the thermodynamic properties of a soli
different temperatures using the spinodal scheme, we h
shown that only the spinodal pressure at a reference temp
ture, the Einstein temperatureuE and the Gru¨neisen param-
etergG are needed.

For rutile TiO2, we can accurately describe with this fun
tion the pressure dependence of theoretical~static! and two
sets of experimental~room-temperature! volume and lattice
parameter values. The numerical procedure shows a g
sensibility ofB08 to the input data. Our most complete fittin
yields B05210.7 GPa andB0856.83, in very good agree
ment with preexistent experimental values. The proposed
ear SEOS has proved to be a stable function with lin
compressibilities that recover the bulk behavior. As expec
k0c is found to be lower thank0a , our values being slightly
higher than those previously reported by Ming a
Manghnani.15

The aiPI static calculations have been corrected to
count for the thermal effects using the SEOS strategy. At 3
K, the theoretical prediction of the rutile unit-cell response
hydrostatic pressure is in agreement with the experime
behavior. In addition, the zero pressurea0v , a0a , anda0c
coefficients derived from the theoretical and experimen
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SEOS show small differences. We have also evaluated
thermodynamic properties of rutile in the range 0–2000
using the zero pressure experimental data at 300 K. Ou
sults reveal that the SEOS produces a very good descrip
of the solid at high temperature in terms of the molecu
volume, the bulk modulus, and the volumetric therm
expansion coefficient. Failure to predict the behavior of
c/a ratio at increasing temperature is explained as due to
k

e,

y
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breakdown of the inverse relationship observed in the ru
structure of TiO2.
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